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Abstract-This letter deals with rapidly converging series representations of the Riemann Zeta 
function C(m) and a particular Dirichlet Gfunction. These results are the bases for new integral 
representations of these functions. Pnrther, there are some interesting connections with Stirling 
numbers having fractional parameters. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A recent paper of Butzer et al. [l] was concerned with the close connection between the Riemann 
Zeta function (see (5)) and the central factorial numbers (cfn) t(j, k) [2], defined by 
2arsinht)’ = E!gt(j,b)$ (1~1 5 2; k: E No). 
j=k 
Of special interest were rapidly converging series representations of c(m), thus, for m E N, 
(2) 
(3) 
Such representations have attracted great attention since 1978/79 when R. ApCry [3] used those 
for 
C(2)=3eL 
j=l j2 (7) ’ 
(4 
in his proof of the irrationality of (‘(2) and C(3). It seems to be rather unknown that this series 
representation of ((2) was already given by Catalan [4] in 1865. 
Formulae (2), (3) are expressed in terms of cfn having even arguments. The first aims of 
this letter are to show that the use of cfn having odd arguments not only leads to series for 
C(m) that are partially somewhat more rapidly converging-they being alternating-but also 
to corresponding series representations for the related Dirichlet L-function L(m)(= L-d(m) E 
p(m)). These are defined for m E N \ (1) and m E N, respectively, by 
((m)=~~=(l-2-m)-1~~(2L:l)m’ L(m) = 2 (-l)’ 
jco (% + llm ’ (5) j=l 
where t(2) E G is usually called Catalan’s constant. 
The series (2) and (3) were applied in [l] to yield new integral representations of the Zeta 
function. A further aim here is to establish new integral forms of the Zeta function that are 
instead based on a series representation of C( ) m ex p ressed in terms of Stirling numbers. 
Finally, further connections between c(m) and Stirling functions S(CY, k), which reduce to the 
Stirling numbers for cy = n E N, as well as an significant representation of the Stirling functions 
are to be shown. 
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2. RAPIDLY CONVERGING SERIES REPRESENTATIONS 
FOR C(m) AND L(m) 
In order to deduce such representations expressed in terms of cfn with odd arguments, the 
following lemma is basic. There, (zC)~ := Z(Z+ l)...(z+j - 1). 
LEMMA 1. There holds for j, m E NO, 
(6) 
PROOF. The recurrence relation (i) of [2] for the cfn yields 
+n+3,2k+l)- j+z [(* 1)2- (n+;)2]t(2n+l,2k+l) 
2 
=t(2n+1,2k-l)- t(2n + 1,2k + 1). 
Multiplying both sides by (j + l/2)2k-2”-2/(j - n 2n+2 and summing the result over 0 5 n 5 ) 
j - 1 and 0 5 k < m, a telescopic argument yields (6). I 
THEOREM 1. For m E N there hold true 
PROOF. To establish (7), one sums (6) over 0 5 j < 00 to give 
00 
ICC w + 1,2k + 1) 
k=O j=k (2j)!(j + ~)2m-2k+2 
_ 22m+2 O” 
j=. (2j + :,2,+2 c 
00 03 
=- 
+ 
n=O 
j=n+l (j - It),.,, ) t(2n +1p2m + l)* 
Concerning the inner sum on the right, Gauss’ summation formula [5] yields 
(l)j 
(2n:2)!&2n+3)i = (2n:2)! 
2Fl(l, 1; 2n + 3; 1) = 
(2n + 1,;2n + l)!’ 
which gives (7) in view of (5). The proof of (8) is quite analogous and can be found in [6]. 1 
Similar methods can be used to establish the counterparts for L(m). The proofs again begin 
with Lemma 1 [6]. 
THEOREM 2. There hold true for m E No and m E N, respectively, 
(9) 
2 &t(2n + 1,2m - 1). (10) 
n=m-1 
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Here, $,, is defined and given for n E No by 
$J, := 2 (-i)j 
j=n+l (j - n)2n+2 
= (-l)“+‘p”+’ 
(2n + l)! (log2-Z$). 
The simplest cases of both theorems read, 
C(2) = ; 2 (‘jj) &l; 1)2 = f , 
j=O 
(11) 
(12) 
w)=;+;q~)~&f):l) {(jJ,)2 -~(~(~v’,)2,}’ (13) 
j=l 
L(1) = ; 2 (‘jj) 16j(2f + 1) = a, 
j=O 
(14) 
L(2)= $2 (“jj) I@.(;+l) {&-22j+l(w-2g&)}* 
j=O 
(15) 
To recognize the efficiency of these rapidly converging series, the numerical evaluation of C(2) 
by summing up only 11 terms of the series (15) yields t(2) = 0,915965594104,. . , correct to 10 
significant figures. Using the definition (5) of L(2), th en one needs 40233 terms of the series for 
the same result. First numerical evaluations of L(2) are already to be found in [4]. 
3. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Starting with Theorem 2, it is possible to determine integral representations for t(m) just 
as was the situation for c(m) [l]. For the more interesting L(2m) the result-the counterpart 
of (3.9), [l]-reads (see [6] for a proof), for m E N, 
m-1 
Wk J 
1 
L(2m) = 2 C 
k=. (2m - 2k - 2)!(2k + l)! o+(log ‘) 
2m-2k-2 (aresin ~) 2k’1 $ 
+ 2(izrI)l 1’ (arcsin z)2m-1 $. (16) 
The aim here is instead to find integral representations of the Zeta function, where the cfn are 
replaced by Stirling numbers of the first kind. The corresponding series representation, which 
even combines the odd and even cases into one but is, however, not a rapidly converging one 
(see [l]), reads, for m 1 2 
C(m) = mcg -$$ 
k=l j=k 
THEOREM 3. For m E N \ (1) there hold true 
O” s(j,m- 1) 
+2 c jjl * 
j=m-1 
(17) 
m-2 (_l)m-k-l 
c(m) = z k!(m - k - l)! o+ J l (log “)m-k_i(log(z + 1))‘: 
2 
+( . m _ I), 
J 
log 2 
k=l (m _ k)!(k _ I)! o+ (log(e” - l))m-kzk-’ dz 
log 2 
- (m ” 2)! o+ J log(e” - l)zmB2 dx. (18) 
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PROOF. According to the definition of the Stirling numbers (cf. (1.2) of [l]), there follows for 
kEN,s E No, noting the Abel-limit theorem, 
’ (log2)“$-1 dz _ c-l)’ 2 ‘(i ‘) 
8. I 
j=k 
J i! O+ 
(-1)” l 
=JK s+ J (log z)“[log(l + z)]k $. 
Substituting this result into (17) yields the first equation of the theorem. The second follows by 
partial integration and a simple substitution. I 
The particular cases m = 2 and m = 3 read 
~(2) = 2/L log(l + z) $ = -2 J’““’ log(e2 - 1) dz = G, 
o+ e+ 
C(3) = j”” 
dz J 
1 
log2(1 + z) - - 
z s+ 
log(z) log(1 + z) $. 
(19) 
(20) 
Observe that the integral form (19) of (‘(2) can be rewritten as the special case m = 1 of the 
(particular) polylogati28m function (see, e.g., [l, (1.15), 7, p, 189ff]) 
This theorem raises the question to what extent Stirling numbers are appropriate in describing 
the Zeta function, the topic of the next section. 
4. STIRLING FUNCTIONS AND (‘(s) 
The Stirling numbers s(n, k) can be generalized in a natural way to Stirling fvnclioas ~(a, k) 
(of first kind), where now a E R plays the role of n E N, as the authors [8-91 showed; they are 
defined via 
(21) [z] .= IY” + I) = 2 s(cr, k)zk 
Q * r(z-o+l) k=. 
(Iz] < 1; CY E R). 
There is a striking connection of particular values of s(o, k) for k = 3 with C(3). Indeed, 
LEMMA 2. For s E No there hold true 
1 
s 2- ( > s, I = $$log2-$-$ (22) 
(log&&)‘i. (23) 
4ds! 
3(2s)!+ 
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Formula (22) follows when substituting the representation of $(1/2 + 8) (see [lo, p. 2581) into 
8(1/z - 8,1) = (4(l) - $(1/2 + 8))/r(1/2 + 8), [8]. The proofir of the others are similar. 
The particular case 8 = 2 of (24) reads 
s(-$3) z--${;<(3)-;+(log2-;) (+;)+(loa2-;)‘}. (25) 
THEOREM 4. There hold8 for c(3) the representation 
log u)~- du + ~-;(l0g2-4)~-(log2-$) (;-;). (26) 
Noting the integral representation for Stirling functions given in (3.15) [9], namely, for -co < 
cr<L,IceN, 
1 
8(o, k, = ElP(-o) o+ J ‘-(log u)‘(l - u)-1-a du, (27) 
Theorem 4 follows by substituting this formula for .9(--q, 3) into (25). 
Observe that Theorem 4 could be formulated in a more general fashion, the integral being 
replaced by Ji+(log u)3( 1 - u)li2+ du for any r E No. Just the additive and multiplicative 
constants are different; they vary with r. Integral representations of this type can be established 
for any c(m). 
Alternatively, s(-3/2,3) (and thus also C(3)) can be expressed in terms of an elegant infinite 
series, the statement and proof of which was kindly communicated to the authors by Professor 
M. A. Al-Bassam (Kuwait). 
THEOREM 5. There holds for a c k, k E N, a 4 Z-, 
O” (ib 
8(CY, k) = (-l)‘+‘v c i’+‘. (28) 
j=l 
PROOF. First, this series is convergent for a < k due to Gauss’ criterium. To prove it, one 
substitutes t = - logv in (27), to obtain 
-he-t &. 
Expanding (1 - e-‘)-l-O into a binomial series, interchanging summation and integration, pos- 
sible for CY < Ic, there holds 
t-l)” 8(au,k) = !ly--a) j=. 2 (-‘]r “> (_l)j lw tke-(j+l)t ,jt, 
The definition of the Gamma function now delivers (28), noting (j)= = F(CY + j)/I’(j). 
Beginning with (28) 
and 8(cy, k), namely 
one can again prove formally the known connection [9] between the (‘(k) 
,hhc r(-&)8(&, k) = (-qkC(k + 1). (29) 
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